Here is your chance to Meet A Drexel Dragon!
Read the thoughts of a current student before becoming a member of our Prestigious student body!

Meet Warren Troy Brown-Eaddy!

Program of Study - **Sport Coaching Leadership (MS)**
Current Job Title - **Patient Service Associate/Program Supervisor**

**Identify your favorite course in the Sport Coaching Leadership master's program and briefly describe why you enjoyed this course?**

"**SCL 615: Athletic Recruiting** which was taught by Dr. Amy Giddings (Program Director)."
I enjoyed this course because it gave us an insight on how to recruit as coaches, the ins-and-outs (intricate details) of the recruiting process, and taught me how college, high school, and AAU coaches & parents all play a role in the recruitment process of an athlete. Specifically, Dr. Amy Giddings' teaching style is simple, straight to the point, and easy to process and understand.

How will your academic program of study help you to achieve your career goals?

"I plan to become a collegiate Head Coach in the future and the Sport Coaching Leadership program has taught me the theory behind, knowledge, expertise and process on how to recruit, game-plan, and effectively/efficiently build a team."

As a current student, what do you enjoy most about your academic degree program?

"I enjoy working with each of the practitioner faculty who teach in the program as they are able to share their expertise & professional experiences directly in the classroom. I also enjoyed the individuals that I have come in contact with such as my peers in the program and the international coaches I was able to meet through the Global Coaching Seminar in Rome, Italy (2017). Through these opportunities, I have been able to make strong connections and expand my network since joining the Drexel Graduate Program in Sport Coaching Leadership!"

Lastly, if you had to describe Drexel School of Education in one word, what would that word be?

"Eventful"
Here is Warren and his cohort from the Sport Coaching Leadership program visiting Rome, Italy Summer of 2017 through the program’s Global Coaching Seminar Residency (SCL 619)!